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ABOUT
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Introducing TrumpArmy – the crypto meme token that’s going to make waves in the digital asset
world! TrumpArmy is a unique digital token that pays homage to the meme culture and the spirit
of the TrumpArmy. The project is built on the Binance Smart chain and is designed to create a fun
and engaging experience for crypto investors and meme enthusiasts alike.

The TrumpArmy token is designed to be a reection of the community that supports it. It will be
used as a form of payment within the community and will have real-world value. The token will be
aavailable for purchase on various crypto exchanges and will be tied to the value of the Binance
smart chain. But TrumpArmy isn’t just a token – it’s a community. The TrumpArmy team is dedicated
to creating a thriving community of like-minded individuals who share a love for memes, crypto,
and the spirit of the TrumpArmy. The project also has a 1000 piece NFT collection ready to mint that
includes all 1:1 artworks paying homage to Donald Trump.

Overall, TrumpArmy is an exciting project that combines the best of both worlds –memes
and crypto. With its unique concept and dedicated community, TrumpArmy is set to
bbecome one of the most popular meme tokens on the market. So, come join the fun,
grab yourself some TrumpArmy tokens, and become part of the army!
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Total Supply: 420,000,000,000,000,000 TRUMPARMY

Contract 0x7361dE48dde2D05e379D9E6641B7e7B2e323A464

Taxes 10/10

4% Marketing

4% USDT Rewards 2% AutoBurn



ROADMAP
PHASE - 1 PHASE - 2
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Launch website
Publish whitepaper
Audit
Kyc
Publish fairlaunch in pinksale
NFT Minting
SStart marketing campaign
Cmc and Cg listing
Ave trending
10,000 holders
Open private channel for whales
Launch staking
CEX listing on Bitmart
BBanners on websites

Asian marketing
Partnership development
Twitter trending
Irl events
40,000 holders
Billboards in Asia and USA
UtiliUtility development
Team expansion
Launch on Eth
Dubai Expo pod



NFT

Utility will offer staking to earn extra rewards of usdt and $Trumparmy tokens to stakers of nfts
Mint price will be $100 each max 5 per wallet and a limited supply of only 1000 all 1:1 artworks.
There will also be prizes upto $500 with a total prize pool of $10,000 in the collection
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t.me/trumparmybsc       twitter.com/trumparmybsc
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